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AGENT HEADSHOT

647 Springfield Dr
Wentzville, 63385

Circa 2011:                      Opportunity in sought-after Westwind Park! Lovely 2 story home w/ 3 
bedrooms, 2.5 baths, 2 car garage - freshly painted, new carpet, some new 
flooring. Open concept kitchen and dining room area are perfect for 
entertaining. Super cool thing in kitchen is the pull out cabinet shelves. Until you 
have them you don't know it's a game-changer :). Let's talk high dollar updates - 
new HVAC system 6/21, Roof 2021. Other cool features: egress window in lower 
level family room; gas fireplace, underground electric (no trees taking out your 
house's electric), lots of great natural light, main floor laundry, backyard patio & 
pretty private half bath. Primary bedroom has walk-in closet, big bathroom w/ 2 
sinks. Westwind Park subdivision has a community pool & playground . Your new 
home is close to HWY 70 & Lake St Louis Blvd. Quick access to lots of shopping 
including less than 2 miles from The Meadows where the Lake Saint Louis 
Farmers & Artists Market is every Saturday during season.

Tina Siebert

(314) 603-8555
Tina.Siebert@CircaSTL.com



Special Features

Specs
BEDROOMS BATHROOMS

SQUARE FOOTAGE YEAR BUILT

ESTIMATED TAXES PARKING

LOT SIZE STORIES

Monthly Utility Averages
ELECTRIC

GAS

SEWER

FLOORPLAN
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Floorplan Disclaimer: All 
measurements are approximate 
and not guaranteed to be exact 
or to scale. Buyer should confirm 
measurements using their own 
sources prior to purchasing or 
writing an offer. Not for use with 
appraisal or assessment.

VISIT 647SPRINGFIELD.COM FOR VIRTUAL TOUR AND MORE INFORMATION
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P Fresh carpet on main floor and stairs (as
of 2 weeks ago new)
P Lake St Louis Farmer's Market is now

open on Sat am at The Meadows
PWhere have pull out cabinet shelves been

our whole lives? Enjoy & never go back.
P Tons of fun was shared in this wide open

kitchen/dining area. Its where everyone
will be.
P Egress window in the basement family

room = opportunities
P Basement has plumbed in full bath

capabilities = more opportunities
P If you haven't had Clementine's ice cream

in The Meadows - head there right now :)
PWallet Saver - brand new roof 2021
PWallet Saver - brand new HVAC systems

(a/c and furnace) 6/2021
P Hopefully you won't need it but super

close to the SSM St Joseph medical
campus


